
A high standard of accuracy has been sought in the preparation of this buying guide. We apologize 
for, but will not be bound by or responsible for, errors and omissions in this buying guide. 

Not all products may be available in all stores. See what is available at your local store by  
visiting IKEA-USA.com. For more detailed product information, see the price tag or visit  
IKEA-USA.com. All products shown require assembly. All textiles shown are imported.

Warm and traditional
The STOCKSUND seating series has a timeless, traditional style and a 
warm inviting feeling, with soft rounded shapes and handcrafted details 
like turned wooden legs. The generous dimensions and seat cushions 
with a core of pocket springs give excellent comfort that you will enjoy 
for many years to come. The series includes sofas of different sizes, an 
extra wide armchair and a bench with storage that you can even use in 
the hallway or at the foot of your bed. 

Quality, inside and out
With STOCKSUND, all details have been carefully designed to make 
both the inner and outer qualities easy for you to see and feel. The seat 
cushions have a core of highly durable pocket springs and a somewhat 
wider seat angle that makes the sofa feel deeper, and you sit more 
comfortably. The legs are turned and crafted in solid wood. A choice 
of covers is available, all made of strong and durable fabrics, with 
decorative piping and beautifully sewn pleats — all are removable and 
machine washable. 

BUYING GUIDE

DESIGN 
Nike Karlsson

MODELS
Bench with storage
Armchair
Loveseat
Sofa

Removable covers

Choice of cover

Washable cover

 
Choice of legs

Built with  
pocket springs

Storage in bench

Includes a free 10-year  
limited warranty. For details 
visit IKEA-USA.com/warranty

STOCKSUND
Sofa series



GOOD TO KNOW
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•  LJUNGEN: 100% polyester. LJUNGEN is a hardwearing cover made of a polyester fabric with a soft, velvety surface and a slightly 
reflective luster. Machine washable.

•   NOLHAGA: 75% cotton, 25% polyester. NOLHAGA is a hardwearing cover made of a thicker cotton and polyester fabric with fine 
details such as a two-toned effect. Machine washable.

•  SEGERSTA: 78% cotton, 22% polyester. SEGERSTA cover is made of cotton and polyester and is a very durable fabric, with a woven 
checkered pattern and a soft, smooth surface. Machine washable.

Durable in different ways
Tough tests are an important way to check the durability of our 
fabric covers, but they don’t tell the whole story. Durability also 
depends on materials, construction and manner of use. Heavy, 
tightly woven fabrics with a flat surface are most resistant to 
abrasion. Fabrics with a mixture of natural and synthetic fibers 
can withstand abrasion better than fabrics with only natural 
fibers. Yarn-dyed fabrics are more durable than fabrics with 
printed patterns. And a dirty cover wears out faster than a 
clean one. The fabric is also affected by how you use your 
sofa of course.

Our fabrics have been tested
At IKEA we test the fabric covers on our sofas and armchairs 
so you can be sure they’re durable. The fabric’s ability to resist 
abrasion is tested by using a machine to rub it against another 
fabric while applying firm pressure. A fabric that can take 15,000 
cycles is suitable for furniture that must withstand everyday life 
at home — and if it can take more than 30,000 cycles, it is very 
resistant to abrasion. All fabrics are sensitive to sunlight, which 
is why we also check that our fabrics resist fading effectively.
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COMBINATIONS

Bench with storage
Overall size: W56¾×D19¼×H18½".

Black wooden legs Light brown wooden legs

LJUNGEN blue 491.293.46 491.293.51
LJUNGEN medium gray 093.159.44 193.159.48
NOLHAGA dark green 592.747.38 892.747.32
NOLHAGA gray-beige 690.336.30 090.336.33
SEGERSTA multicolor 192.747.78 492.747.72

Sofa
Overall size: W78⅜×D38¼×H33⅛".

Black wooden legs Light brown wooden legs

LJUNGEN blue 691.298.02 591.298.07
LJUNGEN medium gray 393.159.28 593.159.32
NOLHAGA dark green 492.747.53 392.747.58
NOLHAGA gray-beige 090.338.12 990.338.17
SEGERSTA multicolor 392.747.63 292.747.68

Armchair
Overall size: W36¼×D37⅜×D35".

Black wooden legs Light brown wooden legs

LJUNGEN blue 891.293.06 891.293.11
LJUNGEN medium gray 693.159.36 893.159.40
NOLHAGA dark green 492.747.48 792.747.42
NOLHAGA gray-beige 990.335.44 290.335.85
SEGERSTA multicolor 992.750.24 692.749.45



ALL THE PARTS
EXTRA COVER AND LEGS

Extra covers for bench with storage
LJUNGEN blue 003.197.34

NOLHAGA dark green 204.138.01

NOLHAGA gray-beige 902.803.03

SEGERSTA multicolor 504.154.84

Legs for bench
Black wooden legs 602.893.19

Light brown wooden legs 602.893.24

Extra covers for armchair
LJUNGEN blue 603.197.31

NOLHAGA dark green 004.137.79

NOLHAGA gray-beige 902.802.99

SEGERSTA multicolor 204.137.97

Legs for armchair
Black wooden legs 002.893.17

Light brown wooden legs 002.893.22

Extra covers for sofa
LJUNGEN blue 403.197.46

NOLHAGA dark green 604.154.93

NOLHAGA gray-beige 302.803.20

SEGERSTA multicolor 704.154.97

Legs for loveseat and sofa
Black wooden legs 002.893.17  
Light brown wooden legs 002.893.22  
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